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Designed with the single purpose of 
helping your students reach more 
moments of true understanding that 
lead to better results.
 The Mastering platform is the most effective  
and widely used online homework, tutorial,  
and assessment system for the sciences. It  
delivers self-paced tutorials that focus on your  
course objectives, provide individualized coaching,  
and respond to each student’s progress. The 
Mastering system helps teachers maximize class  
time with easy-to-assign, customizable, and 
automatically graded assessments that motivate 
students to learn.  
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Pearson Physics (HS Binding) with MasteringPhysics with Pearson eText (up to 6-years) 9780131371156

Annotated Teachers Edition 9780132957038

Instructor’s Resource DVD 9780132977708

ExamView® CD-ROM 9780132978446

Lab Manual (Student) 9780132957052

Lab Manual (Teacher) 9780132978408

100% Digital Solution

MasteringPhysics with Pearson eText Standalone access (1-year) 9781269220866

TRY IT TODAY!
Teachers, register for preview access today at

PearsonSchool.com/access_request.
Select Science Initial Access, and

complete the form under Option 2. Teacher
preview code will be delivered via email.

The Pearson eText 
gives students access 
to the text whenever 
and wherever they can 
access the Internet. 
The eText can be 
viewed on PCs, Macs, 
and tablets, including 
iPad® and Android®.
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Pearson Physics emphasizes the fact that physics 
applies to everything in your world, connecting ideas 
and concepts to everyday experience. Physics & 
You (1) features throughout the book explain the 
physics behind interesting technologies, the impact of 
technology on society, and the role of physics in various 
careers. Physics & You: Technology (2) passages in the 
discussion explain how various modern technologies 
make use of the physics concepts just learned.

The Big Idea (1) emphasizes the central concept of 
the chapter. Key Questions (2) in each lesson call out 
important concepts and highlight their answers in the 
discussion.

Relevant Connections
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Concepts First Approach

Pearson Physics is the only high school/college prep program that 
blends conceptual development and quantitative problem-solving. The 
conversational and engaging writing style, numerous and varied examples, 
annotated art program, and dual emphasis on concepts and math—together 
with MasteringPhysics®—deliver a superior program.  
 • A student-friendly approach Walker Physics appeals to students by   
  connecting to their lives with real-world applications, concept development  
  tools, and motivating applications to engage and motivate students.  
 • Math skills development Students are able to gradually build their math  
  skills by beginning with simple examples and building to more  advanced  
  skills. The program extends conceptual understandings and helps connect  
  students to related equations and problem-solving skills.

• Unmatched digital support MasteringPhysics with Pearson eText is the  
 most effective and widely used online tutorial, homework, and assessment  
 system that engages students and teachers—anytime, anywhere.
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Leading by Example

Quick Examples offer 
simple and concise 
solutions that model 
how newly introduced 
equations and units 
are used.

Every class contains a unique and diverse group of students. Pearson Physics supports each student’s unique learning style, 
offering all students a path to success. A key element of this approach is the program’s use of four distinct Example types, each 
with a particular purpose.

Conceptual Examples 
pose a thought-provoking 
questionand then explain 
the logical reasoning and 
physics concepts needed 
to answer it.

Active Examples ask 
students to take an 
active role in solving 
the problem by thinking 
through the logic 
described on the left  
and verifying their 
answers on the right.

Guided Examples present a 
visual model of the physical 
situation and outline the 
key concepts that apply 
to it before proceeding to 
the detailed step-by-step 
solution.

In-text Labs and Study Tools
Pearson Physics provides hands-on lab explorations in the text itself and through a separate Lab Manual. Extra study support 
features appear throughout the chapters when students need them most.

Physics Labs are traditional
single-page lab activities that
use easy to obtain materials.

Math HELP boxes in example  
problems guidestudents to extra  
mathsupport material contained
in the Math Review chapter.

Short, simple, and interesting
Inquiry Labs open each
chapter and offer a chance to
explore some of the chapter’s
fundamental concepts.

Connecting Ideas 
featuresthe important 
concepts from lesson to 
lesson and chapter to 
chapter, helping students
see the bigger picture.

A New Force in
Physics


